Unicorn Questing Regulations
Adapted from the original bylaws, history, lore, myths, and whimsy by Mike Gendzwill

The Department of Natural Unicorns (DNU) of the Unicorn Hunters at Lake Superior State University enforces the following edicts:

**Questing Territories**
- Enchanted forests
- Earth
- Outer space
- Imagination

**Questing Season**
- All days of the year except Valentine’s Day. No unicorn pursuit allowed during the 24 consecutive hours of love.
- Bow-and-arrow season runs the first week of October. Rubber-tipped arrows only.

**Questing Hours**
Day or night except when the Tooth Fairy or Santa Claus is around. There’s only so much magic available at one time.

**Bag Limits**
- One unicorn per month. A success ratio higher than this often results in a form of euphoria, which sometimes requires a mental truss, which is also rare to come by.
- Female unicorns cannot be taken. Since no one has ever sighted a female unicorn, it is believed that males reproduce asexually.

**Queesing Kit**
- We recommend that unicorn questers bring the following supplies:
  - Serious intent
  - General levity
  - Sweet talk
  - Refreshing beverages: flask of cognac for adults, juice box for children, bottle of medieval potion for unicorns
  - Curry comb
  - Pinking shears
  - Nail clipper (with file)
  - Hoof and horn trimmer
  - Hoof and horn polish
  - Ribbons
  - Arthurian legend books and/or works by Chaucer
  - Iambic pentameter (optional)

**Banded Unicorns**
The DNU may have banded some unicorns to indicate age and aesthetics. Upon taking a banded unicorn, questers must send the band to us.

**Questing Uniforms**
Garb must be tailored individually. We recommend the colors Mordred red or Gawain green, depending on whether you’re chasing the unicorn or vice versa. Then again, we’re partial to purple—and, come to think of it, all colors.
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